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Java Overview
Java is the world’s most populous island.  
With a population of  about 140 million 
people it is one of  the most densely 
populated places in the world.  Java alone 
holds 60% of  the Indonesian peoples.

The N coast of  Java is low, marshy and 
thickly wooded and generally uninteresting 
as a cruising ground.  The water is shallow 
miles out from the coast and clarity is poor.  
Rivers flow into the sea along the N coast 
and bring down a considerable amount of  
debris and rubbish.  

The S coast is high and consists of  steep 
rocks and rugged points with great depths 
close inshore and relatively few bays and 
harbours offering shelter.  Heavy surf  near 
constantly breaks all along this coast.

Both extremities of  Java are capped with 
large National Parks and it is these areas 
that make up the majority of  the cruising 
grounds for the Island of  Java.

Alas Purwo National Park in the East has some of  the best surfing 
spots on the planet.  There are also good diving locations, trekking 
and 434 square kilometers of  old growth tropical rain forest. 

To the W is the Ujung Kulon National Park, home to the endangered 
Javan Rhinoceros, including Peucang and Panaitan protected islands, 
and the famous Anak Krakatoa volcano.  All offering rewarding 
cruising grounds and a chance to step back into a little history.

Along the N coast of  Java during the months of  April to November, 
SE trade winds will often blow more from the E than SE.  During the 
Northwest monsoon season from December to March, winds from 
the WNW and W can be expected to blow with considerable force. 
Between the monsoon seasons, calms are common with occasional 
short duration squalls and thunderstorms.  

Winds can be a little different along the S coast.  During the SE 
monsoon season winds are SE and fairly strong.  During the NW 
monsoon season and from around November to March, winds can be 
SW and W.  At the height of  this season from December to January, 
winds veer further and blow from the NW.  During the intermittent 
seasons calms and S winds predominate with the occasional short 
duration squall and thunderstorm. N winds are very rare along this 
coast.

Currents along the N coast are mainly monsoonal currents.  That is 
to say during the SE monsoon the current sets W in the Java Sea and 
during the NW monsoon the current sets E. Maximum rates seldom 
exceed 1 knot.

Currents along the S coast of  Java generally set SE and are stronger 
during the NW monsoon season.

Borobudur is a 9th century Mahayana Buddhist Temple near Yogyakarta, Central Java.
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Borobudur is a 9th century Mahayana Buddhist Temple near Yogyakarta, Central Java.
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A Banyu Biru
12 miles from Pangpang 
anchorage.

008° 38.13 S
114° 27.05 E

The bay is very deep.  Sometimes, cold-water thermoclines send 
false feedbacks to your depth sounder in the outer approach.  The 
thermoclines and false readings disappear as you get closer to shore and 
into manageable depths.

The bottom rises very fast from 200m to 36m and then more slowly and 
predictably in to shore. 

Approach from the North. Beware of  fishing traffic and nets in the outer 
bay, and then spider boats and squid platforms in the inner bay.

Anchor anywhere in the bay in 8-15m of  water on mud bottom with 
good holding.

During the wet season westerlies, if  the wind is more NW than W, head 
for the Pangpang anchorage 12 miles away for better protection.
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Banyu Biru Banyu Biru

Banyu Biru Bay, in the Alas Purwo National 
Park on Java’s Blambangan Peninsula, is 
calm in the both the SE and NW monsoon 
season.  The bay is only a few hours sail 
from Jimbaran in Bali.  

The park has 434 square kilometers of  
protected jungle, mangroves, lowland 
monsoon forests and coral-fringed beaches, 
and is home to some of  Java’s endangered 
species such as the Javanese bull, Silvered 
Leaf  Monkey, Red Jungle fowl, Green 
Peafowl (peacock), Olive Ridley, Hawksbill 
and Green turtles, and the wild Dhole.

Banyu Biru literally means Blue Water in 
the local dialect, and the bay will not let you 
down.  Whales and dolphins are often scene 
breaching in the outer bay and lounging 
around in the warmer waters inside the bay 
itself, and whales having been seen even 
swimming around the anchorage. The bay 
is very deep and the tidal flush keeps the 
deep blue water clean and clear.

The beaches are fine and some hiking can be done in the jungles, 
although paths are not maintained.

There is no ranger station near the bay and you will be left on your 
own to explore this rugged jungle lined coast, which has been left in 
much the same manner as when Captain Cook sailed here.

Snorkeling can be good on the outer tips of  the bay, and swimming 
with the whales is entirely possible.

World-class surfing spots that are both well known and unknown are 
also close at hand.  Go explore.

A large Blue Whale waves good-bye before sounding in Banyu Biru’s deep outer bay.
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A Pangpang Bay
12 miles from Banyu Biru 
anchorage.

008° 27.30 S
114° 22.81 E

Soundings in Meters.
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Approach from the NE and round Tanjung Sembulugan and its steep-
to reef.  The E shore of  the bay is reef  fringed and fronted by a sandy 
beach.  The head of  the bay and the W shore are fronted by an extensive 
drying mudflat.
  
Stay in the deeper water to the E side of  the entrance and proceed S until 
you have reached your desired anchorage and shelter area.

Anchor in 5-18m of  water on mud bottom with good holding.

Pangpang Bay Pangpang Bay

Affording shelter during both monsoon 
seasons, Pangpang and the port of  Muncul 
to the E will likely not be on any cruisers 
lists.  

There isn’t much to do here and the busy 
port of  Muncul is a maze of  fishing boats, 
making beach access difficult.

If  you’re a fan however, there are thousands 
of  beautiful ‘Double Slerek’ traditional craft 
that call the harbor home.  Take a walk 
along the key in Muncul for viewings.

For most though, this is just a simple 
anchorage and a place to rest for those 
poking around the area.

Traditional Javanese Double Slerek fishing boats.  

Double Slerek with an ornamental ‘Tuna Tower’ car atop the mast head.
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A Ketapang Bay
80 miles from Lovina 
Anchorage

006° 51.50 S
115° 13.70 E

B Ketapang Bay
80 miles from Lovina 
Anchorage
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Ketapang Bay Ketapang Bay

Kangean Island is located about 75 miles N 
of  Bali and not shown on the above Java 
Overview map.  It is a good place to stop 
and rest and break up the long journey from 
Bali through the Java Sea.  The anchorage 
is calm and protected in the SE monsoon 
season.

The Kangean archipelago consists of  
38 islands, six of  which are inhabited.  
Ketapang Bay is located on the west end of  
the largest island, Kangean.  The people of  
Kangean are mostly Madurese, with a mix of  
Bugis, Makassarese and Banjarese seafarers 
making up the rest of  the population.

There is fair to good diving in the bay and 
around Mamburit Island.  Currents can 
be strong near the channel and Maburit.  
Drift diving with the dinghy could be a fun 
option.  

Salt water crocodiles are reported 
(rumoured) to live in the Kangean 
mangroves.  Its best to swim and snorkel 
out in the open areas.

The principal town of  Arjuna is a short bemo ride away and some 
very light is provisioning is possible.  Batu Guluk has an 8 hour ferry 
service to Kalianget, Java.

The West Kangean Gas Field was recently discovered just S of  the 
anchorage, and the Kangean Oil Pipeline Project brought much 
needed development to islands.  The people however, remain very 
poor.

A 16m white light stands in the middle of  the bay.  It flashes at 5 
seconds and is visible for 12 miles.  As with all lights in Indonesia, do 
not count on it being lit.

The bay is entered between Pulau Mamburit where a light is located, and 
Tanjung Batu Teteh, 2.75 miles SSW.  

Approach from the SW keeping off  the fringing reef  of  Batu Teteh.  
Steer 057 T to the light in the center of  the bay.  

Once inside alter course to starboard and proceed into the desired depth.  
Anchor in 5-15 meters of  water on hard clay.

There is a second anchorage area at the top of  the bay.  As before, Steer 
057 T to the light in the center of  the bay.  Once inside alter course to 
port and head N towards Mamburit island.   

The N side of  the bay is formed by a hilly promontory terminating in 
Tanjung Batu Guluk.  

Anchorage may be obtained in depths of  13-16m of  water on hard clay, 
about 0.20nm ESE of  Tanjung Batu Guluk.

Hopefully someone is driving under all that canopy.
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B Bawean South
71 miles from Surabaya 
anchorage.

A Bawean South
71 miles from Surabaya 
anchorage.

005° 51.60 S
112° 37.80 E

Soundings in Meters.
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Bawean South

Bawean South is calm and protected in the NW monsoon season when 
Bawean North is not usable.  The harbor is fronted by mountainous 
hillsides and is very reminiscent of  the Society Islands.  

There are two large cement piers and a third general-purpose pier in 
front of  Sangkapura to the E.  Ferries to mainland Java operate daily, 
but there are no flights in or out of  Bawean.  

Fuel and water can be arranged, and provisioning is good in town.  
Many fishing boats line the harbor and inner anchorages, most of  
which are not lit at night.

If  approaching at night, have a bow lookout and spotlight handy.

Numerous reefs and dangers are present.  Timbul Reef, with a least depth 
of  1.8m, lies on the W side of  the entrance range.  To the E in front of  
the city, the coastal reef  is extensive.

A range with lighted beacons in line with bearing 000 leads between the 
dangers.  The front beacon stands on the beach and the rear beacon is 
on a hill 1 mile N.

Follow the leads in and when you are just off  the pier head, alter course 
to port passing N of  the isolated danger and continuing W into the 
anchorage. 

Anchor 0.3nm off  the beach in 8-12m of  water on mud bottom with 
good holding.

See anchorage (B) if  arriving at night.

For a night arrival, approach from the S.  Follow the leads in and anchor 
in line with the range lights when you are in your desired depth.  

Anchorage is possible anywhere along the range line in depths of  10-
25m, 0.3 to 0.7nm off  the pier head.

During the NW monsoon, a better position exits off  the coastline to the 
W and in good daylight one should continue to anchorage (A).

Traditional market just down the road from Bawean North.
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A Bawean North
165 miles to Kumai, 
Kalimantan.

005° 43.82 S
112° 40.13 E

Soundings in Meters.
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Bawean North is calm and protected in 
the SE monsoon season and provides an 
opportunity for a much needed rest stop 
when passing through the Java Sea.  Given 
its strategic location, Bawean is a popular 
stop during the South East tradewind 
cruising season.

The people are very welcoming and helpful 
to passing yachties, and fuel, food, and 
water can all be arranged.  Provisioning is 
good in town and transport is by motorbike 
taxi.

A drying coastal reef  extends far into the 
bay on both sides and access to shore 
should only be done via the beach at the 
head of  the bay.

Calls to prayer will be heard well out into 
the anchorage.

Approach from the NW.  There are two bays here, and from a distance 
the smaller bay (with all the fishing craft) in front of  town can look to be 
the anchorage area.  Do not enter this bay as it shoals badly.

As you approach, the main anchorage area will open up and become 
clear.  Enter the bay N of  town and stay to the center as you approach.

Depth rises predictably.  Anchor in 4-10m of  water on a mud bottom 
with good holding.  This anchorage is very calm and protected in the SE 
monsoon season.

Sunrise atop Borobudur’s Buddhist Temple in Central Java.
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A Karimun Jawa
138 miles from 
Bawean Island

005° 52.06 S
110° 24.95 E

B Karimun Jawa
138 miles from 
Bawean Island
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The anchorage here is deep and wide and there is room for a hundred 
boats.  

When approaching from the S it is recommended to pass at least 0.5nm 
W of  Menjangan Kecil and continue N until Tanjung Pudak bears 114 
degrees.  From this point, head SE to the GPS waypoint at anchorage 
(A).  Anchor in 20-25m on sand. This is a SE monsoon anchorage only. 

The narrow channel between Karimun and Menjangan Besar has depths 
of  7-18m with a 0.5m patch in the NW entrance.  The current in this 
channel is strong.

The channel between Menjangan Besar and Menjangan Kecil has depths 
of  18-21m with a 3.5m and 4.9m patch at its northern entrance.  Local 
knowledge is necessary.

Karimun Jawa

Karimun Jawa

Karimunjawa is an archipelago of  27 islands in the Java Sea.  The 
islands’ name comes from the Javanese language and literally means 
‘a stone’s throw from Java.’  The two largest islands, Karimun and 
Kemujan are connected by a mangrove forest, and can be thought 
of  as one island.  Karimun is hilly and steep with the highest peak at 
about 506 meters.

The Dewandaru Airport is on the north side of  the island and offers 
daily flights to Semarang on Java’s mainland.  Both fast boats and 
slower (but more comfortable) ferries sail from Karimun to Semarang 
and Jepara.  The slower trip takes from 3-5 hours.

Karimunjawa National Park is one of  the nine Marine National Parks 
in Indonesia. Established as a nature reserve in 1986, it wasn’t until 
2001 that it gained its National Park status.  The park now covers an 
area of  1,116 square kilometers, most of  which is marine.  

There are a number of  resorts on the islands, and the diving and 
snorkeling can be spectacular.  There are five shipwrecks in the area 
and on one dive you can sometimes see two ships.  There water is 
clear and drift diving is popular, but beware of  the currents.

The beaches of  Cemara Kecil, Cemara Besar and Menyewakan are 
great day excursions.  The beautiful white sand beaches are lined with 
pine trees of  all things (cemara translates as pine).  

There are about 10,000 people who live on the islands, most of  which 
are Javanese and located in town, and Javanese is the lingua franca.  
However, Bugis, Madurese, Mandar, Bajak and Luwu people also call 
these islands home. 

There are no taxis on the island, but transportation can still be 
arranged.

This is a much shallower anchorage and is totally free from current.  
Good light is necessary and there are a few shallow spots to avoid.  

Anchor in 8-12m on sand bottom with good holding.  There is room for 
4-5 boats and it is only ever crowded during the Sail Indonesia rally stops. 
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A Semarang

66 miles from Karimunjawa.

006° 57.20 S
110° 25.32 E

C Karimun Jawa
138 miles from 
Bawean Island

During the NW monsoon season a good anchorage can be found here. 
There are strong currents and the depth is considerable.  To enter, sail on 
a course of  313 degrees with Tanjung Benteng and Cemara Kecil in line.  
Anchor in 27-30m of  water.  

With local assistance, you could follow fishermen in to shallower waters.

The Dewandaru Tree
The Dewandaru tree is found in Karimun.  The tree is locally believed 
to have such magical properties as giving one wisdom, peace, intuition, 
sensitivity, charm and sex appeal, as well as to treat a number of  
ailments and diseases.

Scientifically known as Eugenia Uniflora, this tree is common in 
South America and has significant pharmacological properties.   

The ripe fruit is used to treat diarrhea, dysentery, rheumatism, 
diabetes and cholesterol, and the essential oil derived from the leaves 
has been shown to have analgesic, antiviral, antifungal and anti-tumor 
properties.

The darker red to black fruits are more sweet, while the green to 
orange fruits are sour.  Be careful as broken or bruised leaves and 
branches release a fragrance that can cause respiratory irritations in 
some people.  Ask the locals to prepare it for you.

Note:  Dewandaru is seen as a ‘guardian of  souls’ on Karimunjawa, 
and it is said to be ‘taboo’ to take it off  the island.  “If  someone would 
try to do so, his boat would sink,” they say.  Just a reminder.

Semarang
Semarang Harbour  has been dredged to 9 meters although shallower 
areas exist further in.  Haul-out facilities are provided by a marine 
railway for boats up to 200 tons.  Craftsmanship is good but a little 
rough and marine standard supplies will have to be ordered from 
Singapore.  Phinisi charter boats tie up along the slim Phinisi Harbour 
and can be seen in the off  seasons undergoing repairs.  

During the South-east monsoon a light wind blows from the south-
east until night and then backs to east-northeast. During the North-
west monsoon there is a heavy wind from the North-west, squalls 
are frequent and calms are also likely.  There is no intermittent wind 
during this season and the finest weather can often be replaced by 
squalls without warning. Four miles NW of  the entrance there is a 
dangerous wreck: 006° 53.15 S / 110° 21.54 E.

Semarang has an old colonial feel and the streets are well laid out and 
organized.  The city center is full of  Dutch architecture and for a 

large Indonesian city it is actually quite pleasant.  The Sam Poo Kong 
Buddhist temple is well kept and has a large statue to Admiral Cheng 
Ho who first visited Semarang in the fifthteenth century.

Semarang harbour is entered from the North and is protected by several 
detached breakwaters.

During the Northwest monsoon a slight current sets East across the 
entrance and mariners are cautioned to stay close to the West breakwater.  

Leading lines at 176 T lead into the harbour and the channel is well 
marked and easy to follow.  

Fishermen’s harbour -  Karimunjawa.
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The best anchorage is in the western basin and 
near the haul-out facilities.  Anchor in 8-11 
meters of  water on mud with good holding.

Alternatively, enter the Phinisi Harbour to the 
West and tie up along the wall.

Two views of the Phinisi Harbour - Semarang.
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A Batavia Marina
70 miles from Carita Bay 
anchorage.

006° 07.17 S
106° 48.80 E

B Phinisi Harbour
70 miles from Carita Bay 
anchorage.

C Marina Pantai Mutiara
70 miles from Carita Bay 
anchorage.

D Ancol Marina
70 miles from Carita Bay 
anchorage.

The entrance is marked by two floating bouys outside of  the breakwater 
and next to the wall to port.  Most of  the channel is 3 meters or more 
but just after the markers there is a shallow spot.  When we passed it 
was 1.5 meters at lowtide.  Contact the marina for current conditions if  
arriving at lowtide.   Halfway along the wall there is another port channel 
marker.  As you pass the breakwater there is a sharp ninety degree turn to 
starboard.   Stay to the center of  the channel as you make the turn as it 
gets shallow just off  the breakwater.  Once inside the marina basin there 
is a bit more room to move.  

Floating docks and all amenities are available. You will be well taken care 
of   and the staff  speak excellent english.  It is advised to make a booking 
before arrival.  Contact Puta at: +6281806394938 or www.bataviamarina.
com 

Note:  Night approaches are possible but not recommended.  Although 
well lit, the channel markers are hard to distinguish from the Jakarta 
backdrop.  Anchor just outside the breakwater or inside the Phinisi 
harbour as its much easier to enter at night.

Well lit and with a least depth of  6 meters at its entrance the Phinisi 
Harbour is a handy anchorage when waiting for a higher tide to enter one 
of  the marinas.  The entrance is straight forward and somewhat easy to 
locate with all the light polution in the area.

As you enter the harbour turn to starboard and anchor as close as possible 
to the breakwater and out of  the way of  the channel entrance.  Depths 
are around 5-6 meters and the holding is excellent.  The breakwater 
provides protection from the waves although not from the wind.

Despite having three large Pertamina fuel docks you will not be able to 
buy fuel here without a government issued ‘fuel certificate.’  

Currently under renovation until 2015.  The entrance is shallow and can 
not be entered at lowtide.  

Dredging is underway but it is advised to contact the marina for further 
details. +622166601118.

Ancol marina can be used as a last resort.  The marina is a bit run down 
and the entrance is somewhat difficult and littered with trash and refuse.  
Security can be an issue for vessels left unattended. www.ancol.com/
marina

Jakarta
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The Batavia Marina is by far the best choice 
if  you are staying in Jakarta.  The Marina 
is located in an old colonial hotel and the 
hotel now hosts a maritime museum, bar 
and restaurant.

The Phinisi harbour has a least depth of  6 
meters at its entrance and can be used for 
those arriving at night or for those waiting 
for higher tides before heading over to one 
of  the marinas.

Pantai Mutiara Marina is currently under 
renovation and promises to be back in 2015 
and better than ever.

Ancol Marina is really a last resort option.  
The entrance is tricky and security can be a 
problem for unattended vessels.

The approach to Jakarta is quite dirty and 
just navigating around all the plastic bags 
and refuse can be a nightmare.    

Batavia Marina fuel dock - Jakarta.
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A Carita Bay
26 miles to Anak Krakatoa 
anchorage.

006° 17.91 S
105° 50.26 E

B Carita Bay
26 miles to Anak Krakatoa 
anchorage.
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The approach is simple and the bottom rises slowly and predictably.  The 
bay is one mile wide with no dangers.  Night arrival is possible, but there 
can be hundreds of  spider boats and squid platforms anchored out in the 
bay and some of  them may not be lit at night.

Approach from the W, aiming for the center of  the bay.  Once inside the 
bay proper, head to the NE corner.  Anchor in 4-8 meters of  water on a 
sand and mud bottom with good holding about 0.15nm off  the marina 
entrance and beach.

Do not proceed any closer to the marina as the bottom turns to coral 
and rock and shoals rapidly.  Deep draft vessels cannot enter the marina.

This area is slightly better protected if  the trade winds are a little more 
SSE instead of  SE.  Approach the center of  the bay but give Tanjung 
Gelebeg a wide berth.  When you are inside the bay proper, head S to the 
anchorage area.  Anchor in 4-8m of  water just off  the river and mud flats.

Beach access is behind the reef  where wave action is minimized or up the 
river during high tide.

Carita Bay Carita Bay

Carita is the jumping off  point for most 
trips to the Anak Krakatoa volcano.  The 
beach fills up with Javanese tourists on the 
weekends and Jakarta high society types 
keep their tricked out fishing boats in the 
small marinas on the N side of  the bay.  

The beach is pretty dirty by cruising 
standards. The only reason to anchor 
here would be for a crew change and/or 
provisioning and a rest before exploring the 
Ujung Kalon National Park, Panaitan Island 
and the Anak Krakatoa in the Sunda Strait.

Labuan (15 minutes to the S) has ok 
provisioning and a traditional market, as 
well as banks and ATM machines. 

Cilegon is one hour N by car and has 
excellent supermarkets and everything else 
a large city provides.  Jakarta is 3-4 hours 
away by car.  

Dinghy access ashore is through the Lippo 
Marina to the N.  

Caution: The marina is for shallow draft 
vessels only and should not be approached 
in anything larger than a skiff.

Lippo Hotel - Carita. Lippo Marina with the anchorage area visible in the background - Carita.
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A Anak Krakatau
1.1 mile from Rakata Kecil 
anchorage

006° 06.05 S
105° 26.01 E
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Krakatau Anak Krakatoa

Anak Krakatau

Krakatoa (or Krakatau) is perhaps the most 
famous of  the many volcanoes in Indonesia 
that sit along the tectonic plate area known 
as the ‘Ring of  Fire.’  Located in the Sunda 
Strait between the islands of  Java and 
Sumatra, Krakatoa has erupted repeatedly 
throughout the years, but is best known for 
its August 27th eruptions in 1883. 

The first explosion opened the magma 
chamber’s walls and allowed seawater to 
enter.  The resultant mixing of  magma 
and water created a phreatomagmatic 
event, flash-boiling the water and creating 
superheated steam that carried the pyroclast 
40 kilometers away at speeds of  100 kph.  

36,000 people died from the blasts and 
the tsunami that followed the collapse of  
the caldera, making Krakatoa the deadliest 
volcanic eruption in modern history.  

The tsunami was said to be 36 meters 
high, completely overwhelming the nearby 
islands and coastal towns, even carrying the 
steamship Berouw a mile inland into the 
jungles of  Sumatra.  

Anak Krakatoa has a ranger station and small campsite.  Often there 
will be a few campers or vulcanologists around, and day boats bring 
day-trippers over for the short hike up the crater.

The hike up the volcano takes about two hours for the round trip.  
The trail is well laid out and easy to follow but at times a bit arduous 
as the hard ground turns to volcanic sand.  

There is a wide and flat viewing area about two-thirds of  the way up 
the mountain atop the old caldera’s rim.  The view is breathtaking.

Note: Anak Krakatoa is an active volcano.  Check with the ranger 
concerning recent activity and safety before climbing the caldera.  

The last eruption of  Anak Krakatoa was in September 2012.

Daylight did not return to Java for three days due to the volcanic ash, 
and it took five years for average global temperatures to return to 
pre-eruption norms.

The eruption destroyed two-thirds of  the island, leaving only what is 
now known as Rakata Besar.  Rakata Kecil and Sertung are remnants 
from an earlier eruption.

In 1927, after 44 years of  calm, steam and debris broke the surface of  
the ocean and Anak Krakatoa was born.

Anak Krakatoa is a dry season anchorage and is protected from SE 
trade winds.  It is also a possible NW monsoon anchorage given suitable 
conditions as the weather inside the caldera area is often surprisingly calm 
while being windy outside.  

Approach from the S or E and pass SW of  the Karang Serang reef/rock 
(shows up well on radar) and then continue N around the black sandspit 
of  Anak Krakatoa. 

The bottom rises gradually from 36m to 21m and then there is a wide 
flat area of  20-18m.  Anchor as soon as you find the flats and put out 
sufficient scope.  The bottom here is loose sand and you need to set the 
anchor well.  Once set, the holding is good.

Usually the ranger will great you on the beach. 

Caution: the C maps are way off  in this area.  The true position of  
Karang Serang rock is: 006 06.54 S / 105 26.39 E.

Two views of the Anak Krakatoa anchorage.
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A Rakata Kecil
1 mile from Anak Krakatoa 
anchorage.

006° 05.64 S
105° 27.04 E
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Rakata Kecil Rakata Kecil

Having lost some of  its land mass in 
the 1883 eruption and changing shape 
considerably, the island formerly known as 
Lang Eiland has disappeared and Rakata 
Kecil has taken its place. 

There is a small black sand beach here 
and the water is calm and clear and very 
protected during the SE monsoon season.  
The anchorage is good for night viewing of  
Anak Krakatoa.

The area to the NW of  Rakata Kecil is dangerous as depths are shallow, 
inconsistent and apparently still changing.

Approach from the SE and pass between Rakata Kecil and the Karang 

Serang Rock (visible on radar).  Continue in a northerly direction to an 
appropriate depth until you are out of  the tradewinds.  

The bottom rises gradually from 34m up to 10m.  Anchor in 10-15m on 
sandy bottom with good holding. 

Note: the C-maps are off  in this area.  The true position of  Karang 
Serang rock is: 006 06.54 S / 105 26.39 E.      

Anak Krakatoa as seen on approach from the East.  A hiking trail can be seen along the lower ridge just above the tree line.
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A Big Rakata Island

3 miles from Anak Krakatoa

006° 08.68 S
105° 25.61 E
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Approach from the E and pass between Rakata Kecil and Rakata Besar 
and S of  Karang Serang Rock (visible on radar).  Continue S into the 
anchorage area.  The bottom rises gradually from 33m up to 20m and 
then very quickly on up to the shore so approach slowly.  Anchor in 20-
25m of  water on sandy bottom as close to shore as you feel comfortable.

Caution:  The C-maps are way off  in this area.   The true position of  
Karang Serang rock is: 006 06.54 S / 105 26.39 E.

Rakata Besar, Krakatoa

Rakata Besar

Rakata Island is all that remains of  the original Krakatoa.  The sheer 
north facing cliff, a remnant of  Krakatoa’s old caldera, gives a dramatic 
backdrop for this anchorage.  

The 813-meter rim blocks most of  the winds, making this little 
pleasant black sand cove a nice place to anchor for the night and to 
enjoy the view.  It is calm during the SE monsoon season.

The water is clean, clear and calm, and there are some nice areas for 
snorkeling

Halfway up Anak Krakatoa.  The bay and anchorage area of Rakata Besar can be seen in the background.
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A Tanjung Lesung
15 miles from 
Carita Bay.

006° 28.56 S
105° 39.59 E

B Tanjung Lesung
15 miles from 
Carita Bay.
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The resorts are well lit at night along the S coast of  the bay and a 
lighthouse marks the N tip.  Nevertheless, a night approach should not 
be attempted at there are many FAD’s and the coastal reefs are irregular, 
extending some distance from land. Approach from the W and aim for 
the center of  the bay.  Anchor in 10-12 m of  water on sand bottom with 
good holding.   To avoid the tricky reefs along the inside, anchor before 
or when in line with the base of  the pier.

Caution:  Locals have marked the inside reef  and shoal ground ahead 
with bamboo sticks.  Bamboo stick locations can be seen on the map. 

For those who like a bit tighter anchorage, there is a spot on the inside 
close up to the coastal reefs.  The water is exceptionally calm, the holding 
good, and white sand beaches are just off  the boat.  Water clarity is good 
and reefs are marked well by discoloration.  If  there are fishing boats 
heading in, it’s best to wait and follow their line in.  Approach from the 
W in good light.  As you head inside, stay along the N side of  the bay as 
the reef  is more defined.  Locals have marked the coastal reef  and shoal 
ground to the S with bamboo sticks.  Pass N of  the sticks and anchor 
where appropriate.  Anchor in 5-7m of  water on white sand bottom.

Note:  The innermost bay with the fishermen’s pier is entered through a 
narrow channel and should not be attempted at low tide.  The channel 
at best is 60m wide through the narrows and then opens up in front of  
the pier.  

Tanjung Lesung

Tanjung Lesung

Located on the W side of  the Tanjung Lesung peninsula there is a 
small bay that is calm and protected in the SE monsoon tradewinds.  
During the NW monsoon season, head around the point to the E for 
another small bay that would be better protected from wet season 
westerlies.

Tanjung Lesung is named after the ‘lesung,’ (the receptacle for rice 
pounding), and the local Sundanese say the bay resembles a rice 
mortar.

The bay has been developed and modeled after the resorts in Nusa 
Dua, Bali.  There are a range of  hotels and restaurants, an 18-hole 
golf  course, and plenty of  aquatic recreational facilities. Kayaking, 
snorkeling, diving, surfing and even some skiff  sailing are all popular 
with the locals, and given the proximity to Jakarta, Tanjung Lesung 
can get quite busy on the weekends.  Weekdays it’s virtually empty.

The road back to town is not very well maintained, making provisioning 
and refueling somewhat difficult.  For food, fuel, and water it’s best 
to sail up to Carita. 

There is a floating recreational barge and a pier in front of  the resort 
and access to land is through the pier or along the fishing dock at the 
head of  the bay.

Caution:  Many fish attracting devices and unlit spider boats are 
anchored outside the bay and around the headland to the E.  Do not 
approach at night.
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A Peucang Island

32 miles from Tanjung Lesung.

006° 44.96 S
105° 16.01 E
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Peucang Island Peucang Island

Peucang Island is a beautiful little island 
located in the Ujung Kulon National Park.  
The beaches are powder white and good 
snorkeling can be had in the outer parts of  
the channel.  There is a ranger station on the 
island and some excellent jungle hikes.  The 
trails are well maintained and guides can be 
hired for a small fee. 

With large trees, a high canopy and virtually 
no undergrowth, walking in this type of  
forest is very pleasant.  The canopy is some 
40 meters above, blocking out most of  the 
sun for a hike that can be both cool and 
refreshing.

The park is home to the Banteng, Silvery 
Gibbons, Javan Lutung, Crab-eating 
Macaque, Leopards, Java mice, Rusa deer 
and many other endangered species.  The 
saltwater crocodile is extinct however. 
To see larger animals like the Javanese 
Rhinoceros, hike on the mainland side of  
the park.  These hikes take from 2 hours to 
3 days depending on your level of  adventure 
(see the ranger for details).

The bay offers good anchorages in both 
monsoon seasons.

Approach from the W to pass S of  the island.  Do not attempt the NE 
passage into the channel, as the bottom is foul and unpredictable.

Strong trade winds in July and August can funnel through the mountain 
canyons, and by Bernoulli’s Principle increase in velocity considerably 
(see arrow for location). 25-knot trade winds can turn to 40 knots in this 
channel very easily. 

As you enter the channel, stay well S off  the island to avoid the coastal 
reef  off  Peucang’s southern tip.  Round the bend to port by staying in 
the center of  the channel.  The shoal ground in the bend to the E should 
be easily visible.

Proceed N and anchor where appropriate in given wind conditions.  Our 
favorite is opposite the pier and ranger station and just N of  the Ciduan 
River sand and reef  shoal.  This location does not suffer the effects of  
Bernoulli’s Principle. 

 Anchor in 12-15m of  water on sand bottom with good holding.

Ranger’s station - Peucang Island.
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The best of  Panaitan Anchorages. Approach from the S and give a 
wide berth to Tanjung Karangburung with its large surf  and rocky 
outcroppings. Aim for the center of  the bay until you are inside calmer 
water, then head towards the anchorage area to the E.

There is a large patch of  sand and a gap in the coastal reef  system.  The 
gap will be marked by small surges as waves wrap down the reef  and 
abate before reaching the anchorage.

Anchor in 3-10m in between the two reefs.

During very strong trade wind conditions as you would get in July and 
August, this anchorage is still calm.  Surf  charter boats and fishermen 
often return here at sunset to sleep.

A Panaitan Island
10 miles from Peucang 
anchorage.

006° 38.35 S
105° 11.29 E

B Panaitan Island
10 miles from Peucang 
anchorage.

D Panaitan Island
10 miles from Peucang 
anchorage.

C Panaitan Island
10 miles from Peucang 
anchorage.
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Panaitan Island Panaitan Island

If  you are anchored here then you are likely 
a surfer.  With many excellent surfing breaks 
that range from beginner to professional, 
Panaitan has something to offer everyone. 

And if  you’re not a surfer you can still 
enjoy the pristine white sand beaches, good 
snorkeling (swell permitting), and jungle 
hikes in the virgin forest interior. 

Panaitan is part of  the Ujung Kulon 
National Park and is home to Banteng, 
Silvery Gibbons, Javan Lutung, Crab-
eating Macaque, Leopards, Java mice, Rusa 
deer and many other endangered species.  
The saltwater crocodile is already extinct 
unfortunately.

The bay offers good anchorages in both 
monsoon seasons.

Calm and protected in the SE monsoon trades and located in front of  
the island’s two best beaches, this anchorage is good for swimming and 
beach activities.

Approach from the SW and anchor in 10m of  water off  the two coastal 
reefs, about 0.25nm from shore.  

Beach access is through either of  the gaps in the reef  as wave action is 
minimized.  Anchorage can be rolly.

No need for an introduction here, as this is Napalms.  Anchor inside the 
gap in the reef  with a front row seat of  all the action.   World-class left 
hand barrels wrap into the anchorage and you can easily shoot photos 
from the boat.  

Anchor in 6-12m of  water on sand and coral mix bottom with good 
holding. Anchorage can be rolly.

Snorkeling on no swell days is good. 

Located behind an extensive reef  system, this anchorage can be either 
very calm or very rolly.  Some swells are blocked by the reef, giving the 
anchorage protection from swell, but other swells seem to refract into 
smaller waves adding more roll to the area.

Approach from the S and proceed along the W side of  the harbor to 
round the barrier reef  system.  Once inside the smaller bay and behind 
the reef, head to the NE corner.

Anchor in 6-12m of  water on sand bottom with good holding.

A forgiving beginner’s wave is close at hand, and there is a river and small 
estuary off  the beach for exploration.
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Soundings in Meters.
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Pulau Deli

Pulau Deli

Pulau Deli is uninhabited and thickly wooded with primary forest.  
The islands are used as a free-range monkey breeding program and a 
large population of  Long-tailed Macaque monkeys have been released 
into the jungle.  

Fishermen often anchor here for the night and it can get especially 
crowded during bad weather, high seas and/or strong trade winds.

The water clarity is good and fishing and spear-fishing can be 
productive.  During the SE monsoon season there is a good wave 
along the back side of  Deli and you will surf  here alone.

There are no hazards leading up to the anchorage and depths rise 
predictably.  Its best to approach from the south-west but the channel 
between Deli and Java is also clear.

Anchor in 15-18 meters of  water on sand with good holding.

A Pulau Deli
33 miles from Panaitan 
anchorage.

006° 59.84 S
105° 31.28 E
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A Cilacap
220 miles from 
Peucang.

007° 43.54 S
108° 59.79 E
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Cilacap

Cilacap

The S coast of  Java does not offer much respite for the cruising sailor, 
and so few yachties ever call here.  However, the Cilacap approach 
is well lit and well maintained and the harbor is protected in both 
monsoon seasons making for a good place to rest.

Fuel, food and water can all be arranged, and there is good provisioning 
in the supermarkets in town.

Cilacap is very industrial.  Geothermal power plants, cement plants, 
and petroleum processing plants line the horizon and smoke stacks 
fill the air.  

The beaches are crowded with locals and very poor by cruising 
standards. There is the Dutch fortress ‘Benteng Pendem,’ from the 
Dutch East Indies era, and an ancient step-pyramid in the village of  
Salebu nearby by way of  tourist attractions.
  
Nusakambangan Island, the ‘Alcatraz of  Indonesia’, is home to several 
high security correctional facilities.  If  you venture past anchorage (A) 
and into the inner harbor, it’s very likely that a security official will 
board your vessel.  They are generally honest and pleasant, so treat 
them accordingly.

Inside the harbor itself  there are only a few areas with enough room 
to anchor outside of  the busy channel.  Do not anchor in the wide 
area just past the Pertamina docks as it is used as a turning basin for 
tankers. 

There are numerous wrecks and shoals outside of  the dredged channel.  

Approach from the S and enter between the lighted no.1 and no.2 buoys 
and then follow the range lines in.

If  you are only seeking rest, there is a good anchorage just behind the 
Tanjung Karangbolong Peninsula and in the area called Tanjung Dalam 
(see anchorage B).

For anchorage (A) alter course to starboard and follow the second set of  
range lights located behind you on Nusakambangan.  Stay to the center 
of  the channel until you reach the no. 23 buoy. 

Anchor in a parallel line between the no.23 and no.25 buoys on the E side 
of  the channel.  

Small dinghy docks provide immediate access to shore.  Locals can assist 
in jerry can fueling.
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B Cilacap
220 miles from 
Peucang.

C Cilacap
220 miles from 
Peucang.

D Cilacap
220 miles from 
Peucang.

From the channel center alter course to the S and proceed into the 
anchorage between the no.8 and no.10 red buoys.

Anchor in 5-10m of  water outside of  the channel, where it’s quiet and 
peaceful.  

Nusakambangan Island with its lush virgin jungles and chirping birds 
offers quite the contrast to the industrial smokestacks lining the horizon 
across the channel.

Closest to the harbormaster’s office at Tanjung Intan and convenient for 
refueling and access to town, you can anchor just inside the no.19 buoy.

Make sure you come to rest outside of  the channel and are not blocking 
traffic.

Access to shore via the harbormaster and police dock at Tanjung Intan.

This anchorage is up the Sapuregel River and away from town, where you 
are likely to be left alone. 

Care must be taken not to go to far N into shoal ground as you are out 
of  the maintained and dredged channel.

Anchor anywhere in the river in 3-7m of  water on mud bottom.

Anchorage (A).  The number 23 bouy can be seen in the upper left corner.

Candi Prambanan is a 9th century Hindu Temple dedicated to Trimurti.  Located in Yogyakarta, Prambanan is about 4 hours by car from Cilacap.
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A Grajagan
117 miles from Mega 
anchorage.

008° 43.50 S
114° 20.95 E

B Grajagan
117 miles from Mega 
anchorage.

Soundings in Meters.
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Grajagan Grajagan

Grajagan is located around the south-east 
peninsula of  Java and right in the middle 
of  the Alas Purwo National Park in Java’s 
Blambangan Forest.  The anchorage is 
protected in the south-east monsoon season 
and the surf  will be offshore.  Grajagan is 
most famous for its world-class waves and 
surfers have been camping in the jungle 
here for the better part of  thirty years.  
Climb the three story viewing tower near 
Bobby’s resort.  
   
The rangers station is a long walk down 
the road from the surf  camps and you do 
not need to seek them out as they will most 
likely find you.  An ‘anchoring and surfing’ 
fee of  around $10 dollars a day is sometimes 
levied, sometimes not.

Snorkeling and spear-fishing can be good 
during smaller swells.  During large swell 
there are some intermediate waves farther 
up the coast to the north-west.

Jungle hikes can be arranged and the park 
is home to some of  Java’s endangered 
species, such as the Javanese bull, Silvered 
Leaf  Monkey, Red Jungle fowl, Green 
Peafowl(peacock), Olive Ridley, Hawksbill 
and Green turtles,  and the wild Dhole.

The water is very clear and there are no dangers on the way in.  As you 
round the peninsula stay well off  the coast to avoid the heavy surf.  

Swells diminish in size as they wrap around the headland and the 
anchorage is relatively free of  swell.

Anchor where appropriate in about 16-18 meters of  water on sand with 
good holding.

During large swells anchorage (B) might be a better choice.

This anchorage is for those wanting to surf  the intermediate breaks 
around Tiger Tracks and 20/20’s and also as a back up location when 
large surf  sends too much roll through anchorage (A).

Anchor in 15-20 meters of  water on sand with good holding.

Grajagan.


